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Apollo Expeditions to the Moon Jun 16 2021 Here men from the planet earth. First set foot upon
the moon - July 1969 A.D. We Came in peace for all mankind. From the plaque on the Eagle, Apollo
11, which landed on the moon on July 20, 1969.
Apollo's Fire Sep 19 2021 Critically acclaimed author Sims sets out to open readers eyes to the
miraculous events that occur in the passing of a single day. Equally lucid and charming, Sims draws
on an inexhaustible store of scientific, literary, and historical sources.
Moon Missions Jul 26 2019 The Space Race of the mid-1900s took humankind where it had never
gone before—the moon! This volume takes readers on their own moon mission as it outlines a
contest of ultimate exploration, recounts the Apollo missions, and adds depth with stellar detail and
stunning visual aids.
Exploring Space, Exploring Earth Oct 09 2020 This book describes the impact of space flight on
geology and geophysics, beginning with a foreword by Neil Armstrong, which illustrates how the
exploration of space has lead us to a far deeper understanding of our own planet. Direct results from
Earth-orbital missions include studies of Earth's gravity and magnetic fields. In contrast, the
recognition of the economic and biological significance of impact craters on Earth is an indirect
consequence of the study of the geology of other planets. The final chapter presents a new theory for
the tectonic evolution of the Earth based on comparative planetology and the Gaia concept.
Lost in Outer Space Jan 12 2021 This exciting second book in the Lost series tells the incredible true
story of the doomed Apollo 13 moon mission that nearly ended in disaster. April 13, 1970: Two
hundred thousand miles from Earth and counting, an explosion rips through Jim Lovell's spacecraft.
The crippled ship hurtles toward the moon at three times the speed of sound, losing power and
leaking oxygen into space.Lovell and his crew were two days from the dream of a lifetime - walking
on the surface of moon. Now, they will count themselves lucky to set foot on Earth again.From
"Houston, we've had a problem" to the final tense moments at Mission Control, Lost in Outer Space
takes readers on the unbelievable journey of Apollo 13 and inside the minds of its famous and heroic
astronauts. Complete with photographs of the crew and diagrams of the spacecraft, this is an upclose-and-personal look at one of the most thrilling survival stories of all time.
Apollo's Eye Aug 31 2022 "Well written, copiously illustrated, and with an excellent section of notes
at the end of each chapter, the author and publishers of this book are to be commended." -Geography
The Apollo 11 Moon Landing Aug 19 2021
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Earth and World Mar 26 2022 Critically engaging the work of Immanuel Kant, Hannah Arendt,
Martin Heidegger, and Jacques Derrida together with her own observations on contemporary
politics, environmental degradation, and the pursuit of a just and sustainable world, Kelly Oliver lays
the groundwork for a politics and ethics that embraces otherness without exploiting difference.
Rooted firmly in human beings' relationship to the planet and to each other, Oliver shows peace is
possible only if we maintain our ties to earth and world. Oliver begins with Immanuel Kant and his
vision of politics grounded on earth as a finite surface shared by humans. She then incorporates
Hannah Arendt's belief in plural worlds constituted through human relationships; Martin
Heidegger's warning that alienation from the Earth endangers not only politics but also the very
essence of being human; and Jacques Derrida's meditations on the singular worlds individuals,
human and otherwise, create and how they inform the reality we inhabit. Each of these theorists,
Oliver argues, resists the easy idealism of world citizenship and globalism, yet they all think about
the earth against the globe to advance a grounded ethics. They contribute to a philosophy that
avoids globalization's totalizing and homogenizing impulses and instead help build a framework for
living within and among the world's rich biodiversity.
Exploring Planet Earth and the Moon Oct 21 2021 We are so used to Earth and its wonders that
sometimes it is hard to remember that it is just one of the millions of planets scattered throughout
the universe. In this heavily illustrated volume, students will learn all about our home planet and its
moon. Packed with facts about the planet's properties, students will learn how Earth and the moon
work together, what we have learned about the moon from years of space exploration, and the
moon's influence on weather and ocean tides. One day they might even live in a colony on the moon!
The Apollo Program Sep 07 2020 *Includes pictures *Chronicles the Apollo program from
beginning to end, profiling Apollo 1, Apollo 11, and Apollo 13 *Includes online resources and a
bibliography for further reading *Includes a table of contents The Apollo space program is the most
famous and celebrated in American history, but the first successful landing of men on the Moon
during Apollo 11 had complicated roots dating back over a decade, and it also involved one of
NASA's most infamous tragedies. Landing on the Moon presented an ideal goal all on its own, but
the government's urgency in designing the Apollo program was actually brought about by the Soviet
Union, which spent much of the 1950s leaving the United States in its dust (and rocket fuel). In
1957, at a time when people were concerned about communism and nuclear war, many Americans
were dismayed by news that the Soviet Union was successfully launching satellites into orbit. Among
those concerned was President Dwight D. Eisenhower, whose space program was clearly lagging a
few years behind the Soviets' space program. From 1959-1963, the United States worked toward
putting satellites and humans into orbit via the Mercury program, but Eisenhower's administration
was already designing plans for the Apollo program by 1960, a year before the first Russian orbited
the Earth and two years before John Glenn became the first American to orbit the Earth. On May 25,
1961, President John F. Kennedy addressed Congress and asked the nation to "commit itself to
achieving the goal, before this decade is out, of landing a man on the Moon and returning him safely
to the Earth." Given America's inability to even put a man in orbit yet, this seemed like an overly
ambitious goal, and it isn't even clear that Kennedy himself believed it possible; after all, he was
reluctant to meet NASA Administrator James E. Webb's initial funding requests. As Apollo 11's name
suggests, there were actually a number of Apollo missions that came before, many of which included
testing the rockets and different orbital and lunar modules in orbit. In fact, it wasn't until Apollo 8
that a manned vehicle was sent towards the Moon and back, and before that mission, the most
famous Apollo mission was Apollo 1, albeit for all the wrong reasons. Over the decade, NASA would
spend tens of billions on the Apollo missions, the most expensive peacetime program in American
history to that point, and even though Apollo 11 was only one of almost 20 Apollo missions, it was
certainly the crown jewel. only one of nearly 20 Apollo missions conducted by NASA. And to make
Apollo 11 a success, it would take nearly a decade of planning by government officials, hard work by
NASA scientists, intense training by the astronauts, and several missions preceding Apollo 11. It also
cost over $20 billion, making the Apollo program the most expensive peacetime program in
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American history at the time. Apollo 12 successfully landed astronauts on the Moon just a few
months after Apollo 11's successful mission. Apollo 12 was actually more successful than Apollo 11
from the standpoint of fulfilling the mission objectives, but it was naturally overshadowed since it
did not come first. Another reason Apollo 12 is mostly forgotten today can be credited to the
dramatic and fateful Apollo 13 mission, which took twists and turns nobody could have predicted
when it launched on April 11, 1970. Apollo 13's mission was to land on the Moon near the Fra Mauro
highlands, which were hills that had somehow formed in the middle of a huge crater tens of miles
wide. The mission was supposed to test for seismic activity and take samples to analyze the crater
and try to find an explanation for the formation of the hills. Of course, as is widely known today,
Apollo 13 never made the landing. By the end of the Apollo program, NASA had already begun
designing and developing the Space Shuttle Program, which would provide reusable vehicles for
manned space travel.
Apollo 11 Sep 27 2019 Half a century has passed since arguably the greatest feat of the twentieth
century: when Neil Armstrong became the first man to walk on the Moon. Apollo 11: The Moon
Landing In Real Time brings the mission back to life as never before in a thrilling day-by-day
account, exploring everything from the historic flight itself to how the $24billion space programme
divided a nation. Journey back in time and feel the excitement build in the days before launch and
then experience the tension of the dramatic lunar landing and the relief of the crew's safe return to
Earth. This engaging account mixes easily understandable explanations of the ground-breaking
technology behind Apollo 11 with entertainment, excitement and humour in equal measure. Set
against a backdrop of the Cold War, race riots and Vietnam, the mission polarised opinion
worldwide. Alongside these issues, read long-forgotten tales including how a Chilean lawyer claimed
he was the legal owner of the Moon, thousands of people signed up for proposed commercial Moon
flights, Hilton revealed plans for a lunar hotel, 'flat Earth' believers claimed the mission was a hoax
and some scientists feared the astronauts would bring back deadly germs from space which would
devastate mankind.
Friends Change the World: We Are The Apollo 11 Crew May 04 2020 We Are The Apollo 11
Crew tells how, through incredible teamwork, astronauts Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Mike
Collins succeeded in their historic mission to the moon.
Discovering The Moon Jul 30 2022 Experience the wonder of the moon landing with Discovering
Planets and Moons: The Apollo 11 50th Anniversary Edition! Experience the wonder of the moon
landing with Discovering Planets and Moons: The Apollo 11 50th Anniversary Edition! Learn about
the technology that propelled us to the moon, and all about the ups and downs of one of history’s
most watched events. With a stunning cover and packed with breathtaking imagery from the moon
landing and exciting scientific facts, aspiring astronauts of all ages will learn about how our solar
system works and how we continue to discover amazing new information about our universe.
The Apollo 11 Moon Landing Nov 29 2019 On July 20, 1969, Neil Armstrong took one giant leap
for mankind when he became the first person to set foot on the moon. Now readers can step back in
time to learn about what led up to the Apollo 11 moon landing, how the historic event unfolded, and
the ways in which one remarkable day changed America forever.
Men from Earth Nov 21 2021 Picking up where The Right Stuff left off, and commemorating the
20th anniversary of Apollo 11 and the historic moon walk, here is not only the incredible personal
story of one of America's premier astronauts, but the whole story of the spirit and challenge of the
Apollo Space Program. 16 pages of photos.
Earthrise Dec 23 2021 Earthrise tells the remarkable story of the first photographs of Earth from
space and the totally unexpected impact of those images. The Apollo “Earthrise” and “Blue Marble”
photographs were beamed across the world some forty years ago. They had an astounding effect,
Robert Poole explains, and in fact transformed thinking about the Earth and its environment in a
way that echoed throughout religion, culture, and science. Gazing upon our whole planet for the first
time, we saw ourselves and our place in the universe with new clarity. Poole delves into new areas of
research and looks at familiar history from fresh perspectives. With intriguing anecdotes and
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wonderful pictures, he examines afresh the politics of the Apollo missions, the challenges of whole
Earth photography, and the story of the behind-the-scenes struggles to get photographs of the Earth
put into mission plans. He traces the history of imagined visions of Earth from space and explores
what happened when imagination met reality. The photographs of Earth represented a turning point,
Poole contends. In their wake, Earth Day was inaugurated, the environmental movement took off,
and the first space age ended. People turned their focus back toward Earth, toward the precious and
fragile planet we call home.
The Earth from Orbit Apr 14 2021
Apollo Expeditions to the Moon Jan 24 2022 Here men from the planet earth. First set foot upon the
moon - July 1969 A.D. We Came in peace for all mankind. From the plaque on the Eagle, Apollo 11,
which landed on the moon on July 20, 1969.
Apollo's Legacy Jun 04 2020 An all-encompassing look at the history and enduring impact of the
Apollo space program In Apollo's Legacy, space historian Roger D. Launius explores the manyfaceted stories told about the meaning of the Apollo program and how it forever altered American
society. The Apollo missions marked the first time human beings left Earth's orbit and visited
another world, and thus they loom large in our collective memory. Many have detailed the exciting
events of the Apollo program, but Launius offers unique insight into its legacy as seen through
multiple perspectives. He surveys a wide range of viewpoints and narratives, both positive and
negative, surrounding the program. These include the argument that Apollo epitomizes American
technological--and political--progress; technological and scientific advances garnered from the
program; critiques from both sides of the political spectrum about the program's expenses; and even
conspiracy theories and denials of the program's very existence. Throughout the book, Launius
weaves in stories from important moments in Apollo's history to draw readers into his analysis.
Apollo's Legacy is a must-read for space buffs interested in new angles on a beloved cultural
moment and those seeking a historic perspective on the Apollo program.
Apollo Jan 30 2020 Apollo follows man's dream of walking among the stars and charts how space
travel and space programs have grown since then. In 2019, it will have been 50 years since Neil
Armstrong became the first man to walk on the Moon. When his famous words came crackling
across the atmosphere—“That’s one small step for man; one giant leap for mankind.” The first moon
landing took place on July 20, 1969, during the Apollo 11 mission. Nine days earlier, on July 11,
1969, David Bowie released his iconic “Space Oddity” song about Major Tom the astronaut. The two
events resonated with people back on Earth like a match made in the heavens. The crew of Apollo
11—Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin, and Michael Collins—had been launched into space by the
powerful Saturn 5, a three-stage rocket which was about as tall as a 36-story building. It was the
culmination of NASA’s human spaceflight program which began 1961. This is the story of the Apollo
Missions, with all of its ups and downs—in 1967, a cabin fire killed the entire crew of Apollo 1, andafter an oxygen tank exploded-the Apollo 13 crew limped back to Earth using the lunar module as
“lifeboat.” But despite Apollo’s many setbacks, twelve men walked on the Moon and their place in
American history was assured forever.
Moondust Apr 26 2022 This is a revealing book about the lives of the men who walked on the Moon.
Andrew Smith sets out to interview all the astronauts still alive who walked on the Moon, and to find
out how their lives changed forever by what they experienced.
Earthrise Aug 26 2019 The story behind the famous 1968 photo taken from aboard Apollo 8
How Apollo Flew to the Moon Feb 10 2021 Between 1968 and 1972, twenty four daring men
journeyed from Earth to the Moon. This fascinating book traces what was a massive accomplishment
right from the early launches through manned orbital spaceflights, detailing each step. Out of the
battlefields of World War II came the gifted German engineers and designers who developed the V-2
rocket, which evolved into the powerful Saturn V booster that propelled men to the Moon. David
Woods tells this exciting story, starting from America’s postwar astronautical research facilities. The
techniques and procedures developed have been recognised as an example of human exploration at
its greatest, demonstrating a peak of technological excellence.
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Earthrise Oct 01 2022 This vibrant memoir features the life story of Apollo 14 astronaut Edgar
Mitchell, focusing on Mitchell’s amazing journey to the Moon in 1971 and highlighting the many
steps he took to get there. The former astronaut recounts his childhood as a farm boy in New
Mexico; flying solo as a teen; living in Roswell during the alleged UFO crash; studying at Carnegie
Mellon and MIT; his experiences as a navy combat pilot and finally a NASA astronaut. In suspenseful
prose he details his historic flight to the Moon with Alan Shepard and Stu Roosa, describing
everything from the practical—eating, sleeping, and going to the bathroom in space—to the
metaphysical, such as the life-changing sense of connectedness to the universe that he felt during
his return to Earth. Resources include lists of websites about space, museums and organizations,
films and videos, and books for further reading. Edgar Mitchell was the Lunar Module Pilot for the
Apollo 14 mission and the sixth man to walk on the Moon. He is the author of The Way of the
Explorer, Paradigm Shift, and The Space Less Traveled; the recipient of many medals and awards;
the founder of the Institute of Noetic Sciences. He lives in Lake Worth, Florida. Ellen Mahoney is an
instructor in the Department of Journalism and Technical Communication at Metro State University
of Denver. She lives in Boulder, Colorado. Dr. Brian Cox is a professor and Royal Society University
Research Fellow at the University of Manchester School of Physics and Astronomy, Manchester,
England.
One Small Step? Apr 02 2020 From the very first manned flight into orbit right up to the present
day, there have been serious anomalies in the official narrative of the conquest of space. Bestselling
author Gerhard Wisnewski dissects the history in minute detailfrom the first Russian missions to the
final American moon project of Apollo 17looking at films, photos, radio communications, personal
statements, and other available material. Using forensic methods of investigation, he pieces together
a complex jigsaw depicting a disturbing picture of falsifications, lies, and fakery in the Cold War
struggle for supremacy between the Soviet Union and the United States. The evidence he presents
casts serious doubt on the possibility of humans ever having walked on the moon.
Apollo Expeditions to the Moon Jun 28 2022 This special edition of Apollo Expeditions to the
Moon, an official NASA publication, commemorates the fiftieth anniversary of the July 20, 1969,
Moon landing with a thrilling insider's view of the space program. Essays by participants —
engineers, astronauts, and administrators — recall the program's unprecedented challenges. Written
in direct, jargon-free language, this compelling adventure features more than 160 dazzling color
photographs and scores of black-and-white illustrations. Insights into management challenges as
well as its engineering feats include contributions from Michael Collins, Buzz Aldrin, Alan Shepard,
and other astronauts; NASA administrator James E. Webb; Christopher C. Kraft, head of the Mission
Control Center; and engineer Wernher von Braun. Their informative, exciting narratives explore the
issues that set the United States on the path to the Moon, offer perspectives on the program's
legacy, and examine the particulars of individual missions. Journalist Robert Sherrod chronicles the
selection and training of astronauts. James Lovell, commander of the ill-fated Apollo 13, recounts the
damaged ship's dramatic return to Earth. Geologist and Apollo 17 astronaut Harrison Schmitt
discusses the lunar expeditions' rich harvest of scientific information. These and other captivating
firsthand accounts form an ideal introduction to the historic U.S. space program as well as
fascinating reading for all ages. This new expanded edition includes a chronology of the Apollo
project, additional photographs, and a new Introductory Essay by historian Paul Dickson that offers
a modern retrospective of the Moon landing, discussing its place in the world of space exploration
and its impact on American history and culture.
Earth-based Objects 10 Times Bigger on the Moon Oct 28 2019 Earth-based objects appear 10 times
bigger on the Moon - Astronauts were 60 foot high while on the Moon. NASA failed to find this
phenomenon during the Apollo era. In 2007, the findings were informed to NASA and a book was
published. In 2009, after LRO mission, NASA finds this. NASA publishes fake LRO's Apollo sites
images. President Obama cancels Constellation Program and requests No fly Zone over Apollo
landing sites. China's Chang'e 2 flies over Apollo landing sites and the images were not released to
the public. In 2019, President Trump wishes to return to the Moon and he flips after 26 days. The
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United States requests other nations to avoid the Apollo landing sites. The failure and the
subsequent crime scare United States... In this book -10 times expanded state of the Earth-based
objects on the Moon are proved.-How the Moon deceived astronauts is shown -The dangerous blind
touchdowns made by the astronauts, who were unaware of their size, are explained to caution the
future explorers.-The crime of NASA, fake LRO's Apollo sites images, is proved. Those who live/lived
after 1969 but fail to know this mystery of Universe are most unfortunate ones like Neil Armstrong.
Don't be one among them!
Moon Mission Mar 14 2021 A unique look at the successful Ñ though nearly disastrous Ñ Apollo 11
moon landing! In a riveting narrative told from the astronautsÕ points of view, readers get to relive
every step of Apollo 11Õs 1969 mission Ñ from ignition to moon walk to splashdown Ñ including the
nail-biting (and relatively unknown) crucial moments when it came close to failure. And, setting this
book apart, each step is linked to the innovations and discoveries from the past four centuries that
made it possible. ItÕs a fascinating new perspective on an epic journey Ñ and how STEM set it in
motion! Readers better fasten their seat belts, theyÕre in for the ride of a lifetime!
Return to Earth Feb 22 2022 Apollo 11 astronaut Buzz Aldrin’s courageous, candid memoir of his
return to Earth after the historic moon landing and his personal struggle with fame and depression.
“We landed with all the grace of a freight elevator,” Buzz Aldrin relates in the opening passages of
Return to Earth, remembering Command Module Columbia’s abrupt descent into the gravity of the
blue planet. With that splash, Aldrin takes readers on a journey through the human side of the space
program, as one of the first two men to land on the moon learns to cope with the pressures of his
new public persona. In honest and compelling prose, Aldrin reveals a side of instant fame for which
West Point and NASA could never have prepared him. One day a fighter pilot and engineer, the next
a cultural hero burdened with the adoration of thousands, Aldrin gives a poignant account of the
affair that threatened his marriage, as well as his descent into alcoholism and depression that
resulted from trying to be too many things to too many people. He didn’t realize that when he landed
on his home planet his odyssey had just begun. As Aldrin puts it, “I traveled to the moon, but the
most significant voyage of my life began when I returned from where no man had been before.”
Return to Earth is a powerful and moving memoir that exposes the stresses suffered by those in the
Apollo program and the price Buzz Aldrin paid when he became an American icon.
The Earth and Its Moon Dec 31 2019 A discussion of the origins and physical characteristics of the
earth and its moon, voyages to the moon, and the study of the earth from space.
Apollo-Soyuz Pamphlet[s]: Cosmic ray dosage Jul 18 2021
Danger in Space Jul 06 2020 Soaring through space at 25,000 per hour, Apollo 13 was on course
for the Moon. Suddenly, the three astronauts aboard the spacecraft heard a loud bang. A strong
vibration rumbled through the crew cabin. There had been an explosion in the oxygen tank. More
than 200,000 miles from Earth, Apollo 13 was in grave danger. The astronauts had planned to land
on the Moon, but now they had a new mission: survival. Author Henry M. Holden delivers the
gripping details of how three astronauts, with the help of NASA scientists on Earth, turned a story of
disaster into one of triumph.
Apollo 8 Jun 24 2019 A nation in need of hope, the most powerful rocket ever launched, and the
first three men to break the bounds of Earth: Apollo 8 was headed to the moon. In 1957, when the
USSR launched Sputnik I, the first man-made satellite to orbit Earth, America's rival in the Cold War
claimed victory on a new frontier. The Space Race had begun, and the United States was losing.
Closer to home, a decade of turbulence would soon have Americans reeling, with the year 1968
alone seeing the assassinations of Martin Luther King Jr. and Robert F. Kennedy as well as many
violent clashes between police and protesters. Americans desperately needed something good to
believe in, and NASA's mission to orbit Earth in Apollo 8 and test a lunar landing module was being
planned for the end of the year. But with four months to go and the module behind schedule, the CIA
discovered that the USSR was preparing to send its own mission around the moon -- another crucial
victory in the Space Race -- and it was clearly time for a change of plan. In a volume full of
astonishing full-color photographs, including the iconic Earthrise photo, Martin W. Sandler unfolds
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an incredible chapter in U.S. history: Apollo 8 wouldn't just orbit Earth, it would take American
astronauts to see the dark side of the moon.
Falling to Earth Nov 02 2022 As command module pilot for the Apollo 15 mission to the moon in
1971, Al Worden flew on what is widely regarded as the greatest exploration mission that humans
have ever attempted. He spent six days orbiting the moon, including three days completely alone,
the most isolated human in existence. During the return from the moon to earth he also conducted
the first spacewalk in deep space, becoming the first human ever to see both the entire earth and
moon simply by turning his head. The Apollo 15 flight capped an already-impressive career as an
astronaut, including important work on the pioneering Apollo 9 and Apollo 12 missions, as well as
the perilous flight of Apollo 13. Nine months after his return from the moon, Worden received a
phone call telling him he was fired and ordering him out of his office by the end of the week. He
refused to leave. What happened in those nine months, from being honored with parades and
meetings with world leaders to being unceremoniously fired, has been a source of much speculation
for four decades. Worden has never before told the full story around the dramatic events that shook
NASA and ended his spaceflight career. Readers will learn them here for the first time, along with
the exhilarating account of what it is like to journey to the moon and back. It's an unprecedentedly
candid account of what it was like to be an Apollo astronaut, with all its glory but also its pitfalls.
A Man on the Moon Aug 07 2020 A celebration of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the first moon
landing offers an accessible history of the Apollo space program from its less-than-auspicious
beginnings, through its greatest triumphs, to its untimely end. Reprint.
For All Humankind Nov 09 2020 Stories of the first moon landing as experienced by real people from
around the world—great for fans of A Man on the Moon, Rocket Men, or First Man. Astronauts Neil
Armstrong and Edwin “Buzz” Aldrin left humanity’s first footprints on the Moon, July 20, 1969. The
plaque they left behind reads, “Here men from the planet Earth first set foot upon the Moon, July
1969, A.D. We came in peace for all mankind.” But was the Apollo 11 moon landing mission really a
global endeavor? How did people outside the United States view these “rocket men?” Against the
political backdrop of the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union, was it, indeed,
“For all mankind?” Dr. Tanya Harrison and Dr. Danny Bednar have talked to individuals from a
variety of locations outside the United States, to see how this event touched the lives of people
across the world. Enthusiasts of space travel, the Apollo missions, and the moon landings will love
this book. These previously untold stories reveal the impact of the moon landings around the globe,
and what having a “man on the moon” meant to the international community. In this exciting book,
readers will: · Find interviews with eight non-Americans to get their perspectives · Be inspired by
their memories of the event · Learn more about one of the most historic events in human history “An
absolute delight! By telling the story of the 1969 Apollo 11 moon landing through the eyes of
observers from around the world, [Harrison and Bednar] bring freshness to it that is utterly
beguiling.”—Dr. Andrew Maynard, author of Films from the Future and Future Rising
Apollo 8 Mar 02 2020 The untold story of the historic voyage to the moon that closed out one of our
darkest years with a nearly unimaginable triumph In August 1968, NASA made a bold decision: in
just sixteen weeks, the United States would launch humankind’s first flight to the moon. Only the
year before, three astronauts had burned to death in their spacecraft, and since then the Apollo
program had suffered one setback after another. Meanwhile, the Russians were winning the space
race, the Cold War was getting hotter by the month, and President Kennedy’s promise to put a man
on the moon by the end of the decade seemed sure to be broken. But when Frank Borman, Jim Lovell
and Bill Anders were summoned to a secret meeting and told of the dangerous mission, they
instantly signed on. Written with all the color and verve of the best narrative non-fiction, Apollo 8
takes us from Mission Control to the astronaut’s homes, from the test labs to the launch pad. The
race to prepare an untested rocket for an unprecedented journey paves the way for the hair-raising
trip to the moon. Then, on Christmas Eve, a nation that has suffered a horrendous year of
assassinations and war is heartened by an inspiring message from the trio of astronauts in lunar
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rise, and the first re-entry through the earth’s atmosphere following a flight to deep space—the
impossible dream of walking on the moon suddenly seems within reach. The full story of Apollo 8 has
never been told, and only Jeffrey Kluger—Jim Lovell’s co-author on their bestselling book about
Apollo 13—can do it justice. Here is the tale of a mission that was both a calculated risk and a wild
crapshoot, a stirring account of how three American heroes forever changed our view of the home
planet.
Origin of the Earth and Moon May 16 2021 The age-old question of how our home planet and its
satellite originated has in recent times undergone a minor revolution. The emergence of the "giant
impact theory" as the most successful model for the origin of the Moon has been difficult to
reconcile with some aspects of the Earth, and the development of an integrated model for the origin
of the Earth-Moon system has been difficult for this reason. However, recent technical advances in
experimental and isotopic work, together with intensified interest in the modeling of planetary
dynamics, have produced a wealth of new results requiring a rethinking of models for the origin of
the Earth and Moon. This book is intended to serve as a resource for those scientists working closely
in this field, while at the same time it provides enough balance and depth to offer an introduction for
students or technically minded general readers. Its thirty chapters address isotopic and chemical
constraints on accretion, the dynamics of terrestrial planet formation, the impact-triggered
formation of the Earth-Moon system, differentiation of the Earth and Moon, the origin of terrestrial
volatiles, and conditions on the young Earth and Moon. Covering such subjects as the history and
origin of the Moon's orbit, water on the Earth, and the implications of Earth-Moon interactions for
terrestrial climate and life, the book constitutes a state-of-the-art overview of the most recent
investigations in the field. Although many advances have been made in our ability to evaluate
competing models of the formation of the Earth-Moon system, there are still many gaps in our
understanding. This book makes great strides toward closing those gaps by highlighting the
extensive progress that has been made and pointing toward future research.
Apollo in the Age of Aquarius May 28 2022 In summer 1969, astronauts landed on the moon and
hippie hordes descended on Woodstock—two era-defining events that are not entirely coincidental.
Neil M. Maher shows how NASA’s celestial aspirations were tethered to terrestrial concerns of the
time: the civil rights struggle, the antiwar movement, environmentalism, feminism, and the culture
wars.
The Apollo 13 Mission Dec 11 2020 "Explains the Apollo 13 crisis, including its chronology,
causes, and lasting effects"--
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